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Abstract  20 

Nitrogen (N2) fixation by heterotrophic bacteria associated with sinking particles contributes to 21 

marine N cycling, but a mechanistic understanding of its regulation and significance are not 22 

available. Here we develop a mathematical model for unicellular heterotrophic bacteria growing on 23 

sinking marine particles and can fix N2 under suitable environmental conditions. We find that the 24 

interactive effects of polysaccharide and polypeptide concentrations, sinking speed of particles, and 25 

surrounding O2 and NO3− concentrations determine the N2 fixation rate inside particles. N2 fixation 26 

inside sinking particles is mainly fueled by SO42− respiration rather than NO3− respiration. Our 27 

model suggests that anaerobic processes, including heterotrophic N2 fixation, can take place in 28 

anoxic microenvironments inside sinking particles even in fully oxygenated marine waters. The 29 

modelled rates are similar to bulk rates measured in the aphotic ocean, and our study consequently 30 

suggests that particle-associated heterotrophic N2 fixation contributes significantly to oceanic N2 31 

fixation.  32 

Keywords 33 

N2 fixation; Sinking marine particles; Heterotrophic bacteria; Anaerobic respiration; Anoxic 34 

interior; Trait-based optimization model 35 
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Introduction 41 

Nitrogen (N) is an essential element for all living organisms but its availability often limits the 42 

growth and productivity of terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. Although molecular dinitrogen gas 43 

(N2) is highly abundant in the marine water column, only specific prokaryotes that can fix N2 44 

(diazotrophs) using the nitrogenase enzyme complex1 assimilate this form of nitrogen. 45 

Nevertheless, nitrogen fixation maintains the inventory of biologically available nitrogen in the 46 

open oceans, which fuels primary production1,2, and thereby affects the biogeochemical cycling of 47 

both nitrogen and carbon3.  48 

N2 fixation was thought to exclusively be carried out by cyanobacteria in the oligotrophic and 49 

sunlit upper layers of the tropical and subtropical oceans (reviewed in Zehr4). However, 50 

accumulating evidence shows that N2 fixation is surprisingly widespread, for example in the deep 51 

sea5, nutrient-rich coastal waters6, and cold Arctic waters7. Moreover, analyses of genes (nifH) 52 

encoding the enzyme complex used for N2 fixation document that non-cyanobacterial diazotrophs 53 

are almost ubiquitous across the world’s oceans, often dominate nifH gene libraries over 54 

cyanobacteria, and occasionally express nitrogenase8–10. Hence, the emerging picture shows N2 55 

fixation as a global marine process partially carried out by non-cyanobacterial diazotrophs, but their 56 

ecology and contribution to total N2 fixation remain enigmatic10.  57 

Nitrogenase is irreversibly inactivated by O2
11. Cyanobacteria adopt several strategies to 58 

protect nitrogenase from inactivation by O2
12. Heterotrophic diazotrophs may under rich culture 59 

conditions surround cells with extracellular polymers13 to lower the permeability to extracellular O2 60 

to protect the nitrogenase, but since this is highly energy-demanding14 it is an unlikely strategy in 61 

the relatively nutrient-poor marine water column. Recent work, inspired by the pioneering work of 62 

Paerl and co-workers15,16, has suggested that heterotrophic N2 fixation takes place in low-oxygen or 63 
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anaerobic microzones associated with marine particles (reviewed in Riemann et al.17 and in Bombar 64 

et al.10). Indeed, anaerobic microzones are occasionally associated with marine particles18,19. Recent 65 

studies show N2 fixation is stimulated by the presence of particles20,21 and that heterotrophic 66 

diazotrophs are associated with plankton specimens22,23 and marine aggregates24,25. Hence, beyond 67 

doubt, marine particles provide, at least ephemeral, conditions suitable for N2 fixation by 68 

heterotrophic bacteria. 69 

Cellular O2 removal by diazotrophs is considered highly energy-demanding, even more 70 

energetically expensive than N2 fixation per se14. Hence, considerable amounts of labile carbon 71 

(e.g. carbohydrate and amino acids) are required to sustain particle-associated microbial respiration 72 

beyond the specific energy requirements for diazotrophy. Interestingly, preferential microbial 73 

utilization of N-rich organics on particles26 and release of NH4+ 27 may increase particle C:N ratios 74 

over time26, gradually making N acquisition by N2 fixation increasingly advantageous.  75 

While synthesizing ATP during respiration, O2 is used as the most common and favorable 76 

form of electron acceptor by prokaryotes. In the absence of O2, other electron acceptors (e.g. NO3−
 77 

and SO42−) may be used in a stepwise manner according to their free energy yields28, with a rather 78 

small drop-off in the theoretical energy yield for NO3− respiration, followed by SO42− respiration 79 

with almost tenfold less energy yield per electron donor29. However, SO42− respiration is likely the 80 

primary form of anaerobic respiration supporting N2 fixation since SO42− reducing diazotrophs 81 

have been widely found30,31, also on marine particles32,33.  82 

Another important factor regulating N2 fixation in sinking marine particles is the particle size, 83 

which varies from micrometers to several millimeters34. The particle size spectrum follows a power 84 

law relationship showing a decrease in particle abundance with increasing size35. Because of 85 

smaller surface to volume ratios, large particles are more likely to develop an anoxic interior 86 
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suitable for N2 fixation. Moreover, particles face changing O2 and NO3− concentrations while 87 

descending in the water column. The rate of change depends on particle sinking speed, but no 88 

universal size-sinking speed relationship exists36. Although all these external factors can have huge 89 

influences, the extent by which they affect heterotrophic N2 fixation inside sinking particles is 90 

currently unclear.  91 

To quantitatively analyze the conditions when heterotrophic N2 fixation occurs on sinking 92 

particles, we present a trait-based model of heterotrophic bacteria associated with sinking particles. 93 

This effort aims to encapsulate an understanding of the dynamics between (micro)environmental 94 

conditions and the requirements and constraints of heterotrophic N2 fixation. Specifically, the model 95 

captures basic cellular processes determining growth and N2 fixation in an individual cell, and then 96 

scales up to the population level to address particle dynamics and the contribution to total N2 97 

fixation in the water column. We also examine how the size of particles, initial concentrations of 98 

polysaccharide and polypeptide, and environmental O2 concentration influence heterotrophic N2 99 

fixation inside sinking particles, and the succession of aerobic and anaerobic respiration as support 100 

for N2 fixation. In doing so we identify potentially testable hypothetical consequences: (H1) Excess 101 

acquired N released by cells and hydrolysis products diffuse away from the particle and contribute 102 

to an organic solute trail in the water column as the particle sinks. (H2) N2 fixation by heterotrophic 103 

diazotrophs depends on the generation of particle-associated low-oxygen microenvironments. (H3) 104 

During the “life span” of a sinking marine particle there is an ephemeral window of opportunity 105 

where environmental conditions are conducive for heterotrophic N2 fixation. (H4) SO42− reduction 106 

is more important for N2 fixation within sinking particles than NO3− reduction. (H5) The particle 107 

sinking speed and concentrations of O2 and NO3− in the water column affects N2 fixation rates. 108 

Although the model is developed to investigate N2 fixation, it also provides critical insights on 109 

biochemistry and microbial respiratory processes inside sinking particles.   110 
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Results and discussion 111 

Overview of the model 112 

The overall model consists of a ‘cell model’ and a ‘particle model’. The cell model describes basic 113 

cellular processes, like uptake of resources, respiration, growth, and N2 fixation rate. The cell model 114 

is embedded in a dynamic model, called ‘the particle model’, that deals with interactions of cells 115 

with the available abiotic factors (polysaccharide, polypeptide, O2, NO3−, SO42−) over time. 116 

The cell model: The model describes a population of facultative N2 fixing heterotrophic bacteria 117 

growing inside a particle sinking through a water column. A schematic representation of the 118 

processes inside a single cell is presented in Figure 1 and the full description of mathematical forms 119 

and equations are provided in the Methods section. The cell uses ectoenzymes to degrade polymers 120 

(polysaccharides and polypeptides) to oligomers or monomers (glucose and amino acids) that it can 121 

efficiently take up to fulfill its C and N requirements. The uptake of glucose and amino acids 122 

follows Michaelis-Menten kinetics. The model accounts for acquired C and N to ensure that the cell 123 

satisfies its needs for both. While glucose uptake provides only C, amino acids provide both C and 124 

N (equations (1) and (2)).  125 

C obtained from glucose and amino acids is respired to carry out resource uptake, cellular 126 

maintenance (Fig. 1), and standard metabolism (equation (6)). O2, NO3−, and SO42− are used as 127 

electron acceptors in a stepwise manner in order of their free energy yield to perform respiration37. 128 

In the absence of sufficient O2, the cell uses NO3− to continue respiration, although all N necessary 129 

for growth comes from organic sources and N2 fixation (whenever possible). The further need of 130 

electron acceptor is fulfilled by SO42−. 131 
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The cell can carry out N2 fixation to supplement its N requirement. It regulates the rate of N2 132 

fixation to optimize its growth rate. As nitrogenase is irreversibly inhibited by O2
11, the cell needs 133 

low O2 conditions inside particles or increased respiration to make the cell O2 free and thereby 134 

enable N2 fixation. 135 

The synthesis of biomass using available C and N from resource uptake and electron 136 

acceptors follows Liebig’s law of the minimum and is constrained by the cellular C:N ratio (𝜌CN,B) 137 

(equation (21)). Any excess assimilated C or N is excreted from the cell. The cell division rate 𝜇 is 138 

found from the mass-specific synthesis rate.  139 

The particle model: We consider a sinking particle consisting of polysaccharides and polypeptides 140 

and colonized by facultative nitrogen-fixing bacteria (Supplementary Fig. S1). Only fractions of 141 

these polymers are considered labile, i.e. accessible by bacteria. Bacterial enzymatic hydrolysis 142 

converts labile polysaccharides and polypeptides into monosaccharides (glucose) and amino acids 143 

that are efficiently taken up by bacteria. Excess glucose and amino acids diffuse out of the particle 144 

to the surrounding environment, while O2 and NO3− diffuse into the particle from the surrounding 145 

water. Due to high concentrations of SO42− and N2 in ocean waters38,39, these elements are assumed 146 

not to be diffusion-limited inside particles, their uptakes are, therefore, limited by the cellular 147 

maximum uptake capacities. Depending on the concentrations of glucose, amino acids, O2, NO3−, 148 

and SO42− inside the particle, bacteria carry out N2 fixation (equation (23)). Fe, an essential 149 

component in the nitrogenase complex, is considered nonlimiting as sinking particles contain high 150 

levels of Fe40. The interactions between particle, cells, and the surrounding environment are 151 

explained in Fig. S1, equations are provided in Table 1, and a full description of the particle model 152 

is provided in the Methods section. 153 

 154 
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Biochemical dynamics inside a particle under static environmental conditions 155 

The dynamics inside a particle of radius 0.125 cm with initial polysaccharide and polypeptide 156 

concentrations of 2.6 × 108 μg G L-1 and 1.6 × 108 μg A L-1, with relative lability of 0.238 and 0.5, 157 

respectively, are depicted in Fig. 2. We simulate a population of bacterial cells of radius 0.29 μm 158 

(50 fg C cell-1) growing inside a particle where the surrounding glucose, amino acids, O2, NO3−, 159 

and SO42− concentrations are kept fixed at 50 μg G L-1, 5 μg A L-1, 50 μmol 𝑂2 L-1, 15 μmol 𝑁𝑂3 160 

L-1, and 29 × 103 μmol 𝑆𝑂4 L-1. Here, concentrations inside the particle are given as per liter of 161 

particle and outside as per liter of water. A full description of the included parameters and their 162 

values is available in Supplementary Material S1 and Table S1. The bacteria hydrolyze labile 163 

polysaccharides and polypeptides into glucose and amino acids using ectoenzymes (Fig. 2a, b). As a 164 

result, glucose and amino acid concentrations increase (Fig. 2c, d), which causes a high growth rate 165 

of cells (~3.6 d-1; Fig. 2j), an increase in bacterial abundance (Fig. 2g), and a decrease in labile 166 

polysaccharide and polypeptide concentrations. The occurrence of such high growth rate41 and 167 

bacterial abundance25,42,43 is not seldom inside natural sinking particles. The increased community 168 

respiration (Fig. 2h) decreases O2 concentration and eventually leads to anoxia in the particle 169 

interior (Fig. 2e). This is consistent with ephemeral anoxia inside marine aggregates19 and the 170 

anoxia observed inside suspended cyanobacterial colonies of comparable size18. The gradual 171 

formation of low-oxygen or anoxic conditions and depletion of organic N (amino acids) facilitates 172 

N2 fixation (Fig. 2i), supported by aerobic respiration followed by NO3−
 respiration (Fig. 2e, f). The 173 

lesser energetic yield of NO3− respiration leads to a reduced growth rate (~0.6 d-1). Furthermore, 174 

when NO3− becomes exhausted (Fig. 2f), cells respire SO42− (not shown in the figure) and the 175 

growth rate becomes very low (~0.2 d-1). Because of the energetic constraints, N2 fixation during 176 

this phase becomes low and eventually ceases due to increased O2 levels as the exhaustion of labile 177 
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carbon in the particle decreases cell concentration and O2 influx exceeds O2 consumption (aerobic 178 

respiration).  179 

 180 

Cellular mechanisms of N2 fixation 181 

To explore the cellular mechanism of N2 fixation, we examine concentrations and rates over time at 182 

a radial distance of 0.027 cm from the particle center (Fig. 3). We identify four phases based on 183 

limitations of either C or N or electron acceptor where the growth rate is determined by the 184 

minimum availability of these three substances (equations (21) and (22); Fig. 3a). Available C for 185 

growth is the C remaining from total C uptake after paying the respiratory costs, whereas the N 186 

available for growth comes from uptake and N2 fixation.  187 

I (C limited phase): Cells are limited by C, which is seen by the light blue line coinciding with the 188 

magenta line in Fig. 3a. Growth rates are high, up to 3.6 day-1. Excess N and hydrolysis products 189 

not taken up by cells26 will diffuse away from the particle and contribute to an organic solute trail in 190 

the water column as the particle sinks44, supporting our hypothesis H1. 191 

II (High respiration phase): The large bacterial population causes high community respiration, 192 

matching or exceeding the diffusive influx of O2, and anoxia forms in the particle interior (Fig. 3e). 193 

Cells start respiring NO3− and even SO42− reduction happens at the end of this phase (not shown in 194 

the figure) when NO3− is depleted. Now growth is limited by the availability of electron acceptor 195 

(the yellow line coincides with the magenta in Fig. 3a). An organic solute trail rich in both C and N 196 

is predicted during this phase. The amino acid concentration decreases rapidly during the final part 197 

of this phase (Fig. 3c).  198 
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III (N2 fixing phase): Because of our initial choice of polysaccharide and polypeptide 199 

concentrations, amino acids are exhausted. In real life, bacterial preferential degradation of N-rich 200 

organics results in similar early exhaustion of amino acids26. Glucose remains available as C source 201 

(Fig. 3c), so cells start fixing N2 to maintain growth (Fig. 3d). However, since the available O2 in 202 

the particle is insufficient to support respiration, NO3− and SO42− also act as electron acceptors 203 

during this phase. Cells become co-limited by N from N2 fixation and electron acceptor (green and 204 

yellow lines coincide; Fig. 3a) and we predict that the expected solute trail consists only of C during 205 

this phase. Because of the lower free energy yield, N2 fixation decreases when using SO42− as an 206 

additional electron acceptor. Towards the end of this phase, the respiratory cost of glucose uptake 207 

decreases with the decrease in glucose concentration to such an extent that there is excess O2 after 208 

performing respiration. At that point, cells increase respiration to burn excess O2 to perform N2 209 

fixation for a very short interval of time, resulting in a peak in N2 fixation rate (Fig. 3d) and the 210 

respiratory cost for O2 removal (Fig. 3b).  211 

IV (Fading phase): Cells have insufficient C to deal with excess O2 and consequently stop N2 212 

fixation. N becomes the limiting factor for cell growth and growth ceases. Later, the growth rate 213 

becomes negative as there is no glucose left needed for basal respiration. Throughout this phase, the 214 

bacterial concentration decreases (Fig. 3c).  215 

Comparing different respiratory costs related to N2 fixation in terms of direct respiration, 216 

enzyme production, and O2 removal, it becomes evident that when cells use respiratory protection 217 

to keep nitrogenase viable and enable N2 fixation, the related cost becomes much higher than the 218 

direct cost for N2 fixation (Fig. 3b). A similar high cost of O2 management during N2 fixation was 219 

previously shown to exceed the costs of N2 fixation per se for the heterotrophic soil bacterium 220 

Azotobacter vinelandii14. We therefore conclude that active O2 management by particle-associated 221 
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heterotrophic diazotrophs is not prevalent, but that they rather depend on the generation of low-222 

oxygen microenvironments by community respiration, supporting our initial hypothesis H2. 223 

 224 

Effects of particle size, O2, and initial polysaccharide and polypeptide concentrations 225 

Marine particles are highly variable in size34 and chemical composition. For example, the C:N ratio 226 

(and implied polysaccharide:polypeptide availability) varies considerably, depending on 227 

environmental conditions45. Moreover, while descending in the water column, particles face a range 228 

of surrounding O2 concentrations. Therefore, we examined the implications for N2 fixation in 229 

particles of different sizes under different polysaccharide, polypeptide, and O2 concentrations (Fig. 230 

4). We considered open ocean particles with radius 5 μm to 0.25 cm46 and estimated the total 231 

amount of fixed N2 per particle by allowing bacteria to grow inside particles for 20 days. As 232 

expected, large particles provide a suitable environment for N2 fixation. The minimum size of 233 

particles where N2 fixation is possible increases with polysaccharide concentration (Fig. 4a), 234 

decreases with environmental O2 concentration (Fig. 4c), and attains a maximum at intermediate 235 

polypeptide concentration (Fig. 4b). N2 fixation does not occur in particles with radius below ~0.03 236 

cm. The increase in N2 fixation with polysaccharide concentrations is consistent with observations 237 

of stimulated N2 fixation in seawater upon the addition of C substrate (e.g. Rahav et al.21). 238 

Interestingly, maximum N2 fixation occurs at intermediate polypeptide concentrations (~5 × 107 μg 239 

L-1) in large particles (Fig. 4b). Our interpretation is that low polypeptide concentrations do not 240 

allow cells to grow to high concentrations and create an anoxic interior, whereas, at high 241 

concentrations, cells cover their N demand by amino acid assimilation and, therefore, refrain from 242 

N2 fixation.  243 
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Maximum N2 fixation in large particles occurs under very low (~0.3 μmol L-1) and 244 

intermediate (~80 μmol L-1) O2 levels (Fig. 4c). Under very low O2 concentrations, cellular 245 

respiration is expected to occur using NO3− and SO42− as electron acceptors causing low cellular 246 

growth rate and a slowly increasing cell concentration. However, N2 fixation occurs for a long time 247 

period and makes the total N2 fixation per particle relatively high (Supplementary Fig. S2d). At 248 

intermediate O2 levels, cells are not limited by O2 and reach a high growth rate during the initial 249 

phase. Therefore a high cell concentration is rapidly obtained (Supplementary Fig S2c) causing 250 

reduced O2 levels suitable for N2 fixation for a relatively shorter time interval (Supplementary Fig 251 

S2d). The combination of high cellular N2 fixation rate and high cell concentration results in high 252 

total N2 fixation per particle. At a high O2 level (~200 μmol L-1), this low O2 period is very short, 253 

possibly because of a large diffusion loss of glucose associated with extensive polysaccharide 254 

hydrolysis caused by the high cell concentration (Supplementary Fig S2c). This lowers the total 255 

amount of N2 fixed per particle. However, the concentrations of O2, where these two maxima occur, 256 

depend on the initial polysaccharide and polypeptide concentrations. With a decrease in these 257 

concentrations, the intermediate O2 concentration, where the maximum occurs, decreases 258 

(Supplementary Fig. S3) and finally merges with the other maximum at low O2 (not shown). Indeed, 259 

empirical results confirm the existence of such optimal O2 concentration for N2 fixation and a level 260 

of 6 μmol L-1 has been observed for heterotrophic diazotrophs47.  261 

By simultaneously varying initial labile polysaccharide and polypeptide concentrations in 262 

small and large particles at different surrounding O2 concentrations, it appears that N2 fixation is 263 

restricted to large particles with high initial polysaccharide and polypeptide concentrations when O2 264 

concentration is high (Fig. 5a). However, under low O2 concentrations, N2 fixation occurs even at 265 

lower concentrations of polysaccharides and polypeptides (Fig. 5b). N2 fixation can also occur in 266 
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relatively smaller particles, however, only when the initial polysaccharide concentration is high and 267 

the surrounding O2 concentration is low (Fig. 5c).  268 

The amount of POC present in particles can be considered a proxy for polysaccharide and 269 

polypeptide concentrations. The presence of high POC in freshly formed particles from dense 270 

phytoplankton blooms48 and fecal pellets49 would increase the likelihood of particle-associated N2 271 

fixation. Likewise, the seasonally high POC content of particles during late spring in high latitude 272 

areas50 could increase the likelihood of particle-associated N2 fixation at this time. On the other 273 

hand, the size of particles, which also has a profound impact on N2 fixation, is closely associated 274 

with the species responsible for particle formation. For instance, since particles are larger during 275 

diatom blooms compared to cyanobacterial blooms51, an increased likelihood of N2 fixation during 276 

diatom blooms would be expected. The latitudinal variation in particle size spectrum with a 277 

dominance of larger particles at higher latitudes compared to smaller particles in the oligotrophic 278 

subtropical gyres 52 indicates a greater opportunity for particle-associated N2 fixation at high 279 

latitudes. Hence, the potential for particle-associated N2 fixation is highly dependent on local 280 

dynamics in the size and composition of particles, together with the local O2 conditions. 281 

 282 

N2 fixation in sinking particles 283 

To explore the dynamics of N2 fixation in sinking particles of different sizes, we use vertical 284 

profiles of O2 and NO3− in the upper 500 m of the Mauritanian upwelling zone in the North 285 

Atlantic Ocean (NAO; Fig. 6)53. O2 concentration drops to hypoxic levels (~62.5–157 µmol L-1) in 286 

the water column between 100–600 m (Fig. 6a). N2 fixation coincides mainly with the presence of 287 

an anoxic particle interior. The amount of fixed N2 increases with particle size and because of 288 

higher sinking rates and more C to fuel respiration the existence of both anoxic interior (regions 289 
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within magenta lines) and N2 fixation (within white lines) in large particles occur in deeper waters 290 

and persist for longer time (Fig. 6b). We presume that N2 fixation stops in deep water when labile 291 

material in the particle is exhausted. This shows that the window of opportunity where 292 

environmental conditions are conducive for heterotrophic N2 fixation is ephemeral, supporting our 293 

hypothesis H3. 294 

In the anoxic particle interior, NO3− and SO42− function as electron acceptors. The model 295 

suggests that the fraction of particle volume where denitrification occurs (maximum 6%) is much 296 

smaller than the fraction of volume of occurrence of SO42− reduction (maximum 90%) (Fig. 6c, d). 297 

The model predicts that despite being energetically profitable, NO3− does not play a big role in N2 298 

fixation and SO42− reduction appears as the key anaerobic process within sinking particles. This is 299 

due to very high cell concentration near the surface of the particle (Fig. 2g) that creates a high 300 

respiratory demand for electron acceptors, exhausts NO3− close to the particle surface, and prevents 301 NO3− from reaching the particle interior (Fig. 2f). As a result, N2 fixation in most of the particle 302 

interior is supported by SO42− respiration, which confirms the importance of SO42− reduction in 303 

particle-associated N2 fixation compared to NO3− reduction, supporting hypothesis H4. 304 

Diazotrophy among SO42− reducing bacteria is well established in various marine 305 

environments54,55. 306 

 307 

Influence of sinking speed on particle-based N2 fixation. 308 

The speed at which particles sink is a critical parameter since it determines the duration of exposure 309 

to environmental conditions (e.g. O2) that influence N2 fixation inside particles. Sinking speed is 310 

affected by a multitude of factors related to particle composition, size, and density56–58, and no 311 
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universal size-sinking velocity relationship exists36. We, therefore, examine scenarios with three 312 

types of particles: (1) natural marine snow measured in situ off California59, (2) laboratory-made 313 

diatom aggregates and (3) coccolithophore aggregates measured in vitro48. Sinking speed is lowest 314 

for natural marine snow followed by diatom aggregates and coccolithophore aggregates (Fig. 7a). 315 

For the sake of simplicity, these particles are assumed to vary only in their sinking speeds and not in 316 

their initial concentrations and lability of polysaccharides and polypeptides. We again use the 317 

vertical profile of O2 and NO3− at the NAO but extended to 1,500 m depth with a hypoxic region 318 

between 100-600 m depth (Fig. 7b).  319 

Three different aspects are evident from the analysis. Firstly, when particles sink at a speed 320 

similar to natural marine snow (~15-75 m d-1), anoxic microenvironments are created (regions 321 

within magenta lines) and N2 fixation happens (indicated by color) in particles within the hypoxic 322 

zone (Fig. 7e). However, with higher sinking speeds similar to diatom (~2-180 m d-1) and 323 

coccolithophore (~20-375 m d-1) aggregates, the existence of anoxia and N2 fixation inside particles 324 

can extend beyond the hypoxic strata of the water column (Fig. 7d,e); both anoxic interior and N2 325 

fixation are predicted even at 1,800 m depth for large coccolithophore aggregates (not in the figure). 326 

Secondly, the depth window where N2 fixation occurs increases with particle sinking speed (7c-e). 327 

Finally, our study predicts that the highest N2 fixation rate (1.46 μg N (cm3 particle)-1 d-1) is attained 328 

in large particles at intermediate sinking velocities, similar to that of diatom aggregates (Fig. 7d). 329 

Since, NO3− respiration yields more energy than SO42− reduction, we speculate that the presence of 330 

relatively higher concentrations of NO3− during the time of N2 fixation helps to boost N2 fixation 331 

rate in diatom aggregates. High sinking speed, similar to that of coccolithophore aggregates, 332 

transports particles quickly to deep water with high NO3− and O2 concentrations (Fig. 7e). We 333 

expect that high NO3− concentration favors relatively high N2 fixation, but high O2 concentration 334 

decreases the N2 fixation rate in coccolithophore aggregates. Therefore, the interplay between 335 
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particle sinking speed and vertical water column profiles of O2 and NO3− concentrations determines 336 

the N2 fixation rate, supporting our hypothesis H5. 337 

 338 

N2 fixation in contrasting oceanic environments 339 

N2 fixation is dependent on the O2 and NO3− concentrations in the water column, but those 340 

are highly variable around the global ocean. We investigated N2 fixation rates in three contrasting 341 

water columns: an O2 minimum zone in the Eastern Tropical South Pacific (ETSP)53, the 342 

Mauritanian upwelling zone in the NAO53, and an open ocean site (OO; 30.5oN, 52.5oW)60,61. The 343 

ETSP has O2 minimum zones with < 5 μmol O2 L-1 at ~150–600 m depth (Fig. 8a), the NAO has 344 

reduced O2 levels (~62.5–157 µmol L-1) at ~100–600 m (Fig. 8d), whereas the open ocean site has 345 

high O2 concentration throughout the water column (>157 µmol L-1; Fig. 8g). NO3 concentrations 346 

increase gradually up to 800 m depth, with decreasing levels from ETSP to NAO and to the open 347 

ocean site. We consider particles with sinking speed similar to natural marine snow and examine N2 348 

fixation rates per unit volume of particle (fig 8c,f,i). To compare with existing measurements, we 349 

further calculate N2 fixation rates per unit volume of water (Fig. 8b,e,h) and depth-integrated N2 350 

fixation rates by multiplying the number of particles with N2 fixation per particle (equation (34))35.  351 

Maximum N2 fixation rates per volume of particle and per volume of water lie within ranges 352 

0.31-1.1 μg N (cm3 particle)-1 d-1 (Fig. 8c,f,i) and 0.14-0.7 μmol N m-3 d-1 (Fig. 8b,e,h). The highest 353 

rate of N2 fixation is in the NAO followed by the ETSP. Interestingly, N2 fixation is observed even 354 

at the high O2 concentrations of the open ocean, although, the N2 fixation rates and the depth 355 

window of N2 fixation are smaller than for the other two scenarios. Since the abundance and size 356 

spectrum of particles vary with latitude and seasonally at high latitudes62, we test the sensitivity of 357 

N2 fixation rates by varying the parameter determining the abundance (𝑛0) and the proportion of 358 
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large and small particles (𝜉). We find that the N2 fixation rate varies between 0.3-1.7 μmol N m-3 d-1 359 

(Supplementary fig. S4). Our modelled N2 fixation rates are comparable with bulk N2 fixation rates 360 

measured in the aphotic ocean (0-0.89 μmol N m-3 d-1)9,63 where active autotrophic cyanobacterial 361 

diazotrophs are not expected. Our calculated depth-integrated N2 fixation rates lie within the range 362 

7.1-65.1 μmol N m-2 d-1. Empirical evidence from regions, where N2 fixation is dominated by 363 

heterotrophic bacteria, show similar levels of depth-integrated N2 fixation rates; e.g. 6.27–16.6 364 

μmol N m-2 d-1 in the equatorial and southern Indian Ocean64 and 12.4 – 190.9 μmol N m-2 d-1 in the 365 

South Pacific Gyre65. In comparison, depth-integrated N2 fixation rates by cyanobacteria in most 366 

regions of the global upper ocean are in the order of 1–100 μmol N m-2 d-1 66. Hence, taken together, 367 

our modelled rates for heterotrophic bacteria on particles are consistent with empirical bulk rates 368 

from the deep sea and comparable to areal rates measured for cyanobacteria. This supports 369 

empirical studies suggesting that aphotic fixation can account for a significant or even predominant 370 

fraction of water column N2 fixation63,67, and substantiates the idea that aphotic N2 fixation may be 371 

important to global nitrogen budget considerations5. 372 

 373 

Conclusions and broader implications  374 

Our model suggests that particle-associated heterotrophic N2 fixation is viable and reasonable based 375 

on the known properties and physics of marine particles and reveals a significant contribution to the 376 

oceanic biological N2 fixation. The likelihood and rate of N2 fixation associated with any individual 377 

particle will depend upon numerous factors including the initial polysaccharide and polypeptide 378 

concentrations (and associated C:N ratio), the size and sinking speed of the particle, and the vertical 379 

profiles of O2 and NO3
- through which the particle sinks. We show how low-O2 or anoxic zones 380 

generated inside sinking particles by microbial respiration provide conditions suitable for 381 
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heterotrophic N2 fixation, however, only in particles larger than about 0.03 cm. Moreover, we show 382 

that these anoxic microenvironments can promote anaerobic respiratory processes that even extend 383 

into well-oxygenated deep waters. Interestingly, our simulations suggest that even in particles that 384 

favor N2 fixation at a point in their descent, the window of time (depth) where diazotrophy occurs is 385 

likely to be short. However, despite the necessity of several coinciding environmental conditions for 386 

N2 fixation in particles, the criteria are met in natural particles. Because of the huge number and 387 

heterogeneity among particles sinking in the ocean68, it is highly likely that a large number of 388 

individual particles at any given time might meet these criteria and in doing so, confer a fitness 389 

advantage on a subset of bacteria that retain the ability to fix nitrogen. This may explain the 390 

ubiquity and persistence of the genetic signature for heterotrophic N2 fixation throughout the 391 

oceans8. The combined knowledge of the probability density of particle sizes, compositions, and 392 

sinking speeds is suggested to predict the average rates of N2 fixation associated with particles.  393 

Our model makes several interesting and potentially testable predictions: Firstly, the C:N 394 

composition of particle “trails” will reflect the interior state and might be a way to probe the 395 

response of different particle types or conditions. Secondly, the model predicts a “preference” for 396 SO42− electron acceptor over nitrate in low oxygen particles. Thirdly, heterotrophic diazotrophs 397 

mostly use local and ephemeral oxygen conditions and get windows of opportunity for their N2 398 

fixation. Fourthly, N2 fixation can occur on large particles with high concentrations of 399 

polysaccharides and polypeptides in fully oxygenated marine waters, but also on older less 400 

substrate-rich particles if oxygen concentration in the surrounding water is low. These predictions 401 

could be promoted as perspectives for future experiments.  402 

 403 

 404 
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Methods 405 

The cell model 406 

Growth rate of a cell: 407 

The growth rate of a bacteria cell depends on the acquisition of C (from the particle) and N (from 408 

the particle and through N2 fixation), as well as on metabolic expenses in terms of C.  409 

Uptake of C and N 410 

Bacteria get C from glucose and both C and N from amino acids. The total amount of C available 411 

for the cell from monomers is (units of C per time) 412 

𝐽DOC = 𝑓G,𝐶𝐽𝐺 + 𝑓𝐴,𝐶𝐽𝐴,    (1)    413 

and the amount of N available from monomer is  (N per time) 414 

𝐽DON = 𝑓𝐴,𝑁𝐽𝐴,      (2)  415 

where 𝐽𝐺  and 𝐽𝐴 are uptake rates of glucose and amino acids, 𝑓G,𝐶 is the fraction of C in glucose, and 416 𝑓𝐴,𝐶 and 𝑓𝐴,𝑁 are fractions of C and N in amino acids.  417 

The rate of obtaining N through N2 fixation is:    418 

𝐽𝑁2(ψ) = ψ𝑀𝑁2 ,   (3)    419 

where ψ (0 <  ψ < 1) regulates N2 fixation rate and fixation can happen at a maximum rate 𝑀𝑁2. 420 

N2 fixation is only limited by the maximum N2 fixation rate as dissolved dinitrogen (N2) gas in 421 

seawater is assumed to be unlimited39. 422 

The total uptake of C and N from different sources becomes 423 

𝐽𝐶 = 𝐽DOC    (4) 424 
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𝐽𝑁(ψ) = 𝐽DON + 𝐽𝑁2(ψ).     (5) 425 

Costs 426 

Respiratory costs of cellular processes together with N2 fixation and its associated O2 removal cost 427 

depend on the cellular O2 concentration. Two possible scenarios can be observed: 428 

Case 1: When 𝑂2 concentration is sufficient to maintain aerobic respiration 429 

Respiratory costs for bacterial cellular maintenance can be divided into two parts: one dependent on 430 

limiting substrates and the other one is independent of substrate concentration69. Here we consider 431 

only the basal respiratory cost 𝑅𝐵𝑥𝐵, which is independent of the limiting substrates and is assumed 432 

as proportional to the mass of the cell 𝑥𝐵 (μg C). In order to solubilize particles, particle-attached 433 

bacteria produce ectoenzymes that cleave bonds to make molecules small enough to be transported 434 

across the bacterial cell membrane. Cleavage is represented by a biomass-specific ectoenzyme 435 

production cost 𝑅𝐸70. The metabolic costs associated with the uptake of hydrolysis products and 436 

intracellular processing are assumed to be proportional to the uptake (𝐽𝑖): 𝑅G𝐽G and 𝑅A𝐽A where the 437 𝑅𝑖’s are costs per unit of resource uptake. In a similar way, the metabolic cost of N2 fixation is 438 

assumed as proportional to the N2 fixation rate: 𝑅𝑁2𝜌CN,B𝐽𝑁2, where 𝜌CN,B is the bacterial C:N ratio. 439 

If we define all the above costs as direct costs, then the total direct respiratory cost becomes  440 

𝑅D(ψ) = 𝑅𝐵𝑥B + 𝑅𝐸𝑥B + 𝑅G𝐽G + 𝑅A𝐽A + 𝑅𝑁2𝜌CN,B𝐽𝑁2(ψ).    (6) 441 

Indirect costs related to N2 fixation arises from the removal of O2 from the cell and the 442 

production/replenishment of nitrogenase as the enzyme is damaged by O2. The cell can remove O2 443 

either by increasing respiration71 or by increasing the production of nitrogenase enzyme itself 72. 444 

Here we consider only the process of O2 removal by increasing respiration. To calculate this 445 

indirect cost, the concentration of O2 present in the cell needs to be estimated.  446 
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Since the time scale of O2 concentration inside a cell is short, we have assumed a pseudo 447 

steady state inside the cell; the O2 diffusion rate inside a cell is always balanced by the respiration 448 

rate 14, which can be expressed as  449 

𝜌CO𝐹O2 = 𝑅D(ψ).        (7) 450 

Here 𝜌CO is the conversion factor of respiratory O2 to C equivalents and 𝐹O2 is the actual O2 451 

diffusion rate into a cell from the particle and can be calculated as  452 

𝐹O2 = 4π𝑟B𝐾O2(𝑋O2 − 𝑋O2,c),     (8) 453 

where 𝑟B is the cell radius, 𝑋O2 is the local O2 concentration inside the particle, 𝑋𝑂2,c is the cellular 454 

O2 concentration, and 𝐾O2 is the effective diffusion coefficient of O2 over cell membrane layers. 455 

The effective diffusion coefficient can be calculated according to Inomura et al.14 in terms of 456 

diffusion coefficient inside particles (�̅�O2), the diffusivity of cell membrane layers relative to water 457 

(𝜀m), the radius of cellular cytoplasm (𝑟C), and the thickness of cell membrane layers (𝐿m) as 458 

𝐾O2 = �̅�O2 𝜀m(𝑟C + 𝐿m)𝜀m𝑟C + 𝐿m .        (9) 459 

The apparent diffusivity inside particles (�̅�O2) is considered as a fraction 𝑓O2 of the diffusion 460 

coefficient in seawater (𝐷O2) 461 

�̅�O2 = 𝑓O2𝐷O2.         (10) 462 

Combining (7) and (8) gives the cellular O2 concentration 𝑋𝑂2,c as 463 

𝑋O2,c = max [0, 𝑋O2 − 𝑅D(ψ)4π𝑟B𝐾O2𝜌CO].          (11)         464 

If there is excess O2 present in the cell after respiration (𝑋𝑂2,c > 0), then the indirect cost of 465 

removing the excess O2 to be able to perform N2 fixation can be written as 466 
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𝑅O2(ψ) = 𝐻(ψ)𝜌CO4π𝑟B𝐾O2𝑋𝑂2,c,      (12) 467 

where 𝐻(ψ) is the Heaviside function: 468 

𝐻(ψ) = {0, if  ψ = 0 1, if ψ > 0 .     (13) 469 

Therefore, the total aerobic respiratory cost becomes: 470 

𝑅tot,A(ψ) = 𝑅D(ψ) + 𝑅𝑂2(ψ).    (14) 471 

Case 2: Anaerobic respiration 472 

When available O2 is insufficient to maintain aerobic respiration (𝑅tot(ψ) > 𝜌CO𝐹O2,max), cells use 473 NO3− and SO42− for respiration. The potential NO3− uptake, 𝐽NO3,pot, is  474 

𝐽NO3,pot = 𝑀𝑁𝑂3 𝐴𝑁𝑂3𝑋𝑁𝑂3𝐴𝑁𝑂3𝑋𝑁𝑂3+𝑀𝑁𝑂3 ,      (15)    475 

where 𝑀NO3 and 𝐴NO3 are maximum uptake rate and affinity for NO3− uptake, respectively. 476 

However, the actual rate of NO3− uptake, 𝐽NO3, is determined by cellular respiration and can be 477 

written as 478 

𝐽NO3 = min (𝐽NO3,pot, max (0, 𝑅tot,A(ψ) − 𝜌CO𝐹O2,max𝜌CNO3 )),     (16) 479 

where 𝜌CNO3 is the conversion factor of respiratory NO3− to C equivalents and the maximum  O2 480 

diffusion rate into a cell 𝐹O2,max can be obtained by making cellular O2 concentration 𝑋𝑂2,c zero in 481 

(8) as 482 

 𝐹O2,max = 4π𝑟B𝐾O2𝑋O2 ,     (17) 483 

Further, in the absence of sufficient NO3−, the cell uses SO42− as an electron acceptor for 484 

respiration. Since the average concentration of SO42− in seawater is 29 mmol L-1 38, SO42− is a non-485 
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limiting nutrient for cell growth and the potential uptake rate of SO42− is mainly governed by the 486 

maximum uptake rate as  487 

𝐽SO4,pot = 𝑀𝑆𝑂4 ,      (18)    488 

where 𝑀SO4 is the maximum uptake rate for SO42− uptake. The actual rate of SO42− uptake, 𝐽SO4, 489 

can be written as 490 

𝐽SO4 = min (𝐽SO4,pot, max (0, 𝑅tot,A(ψ) − 𝜌CO𝐹O2,max − 𝜌CNO3𝐹NO3,pot𝜌CSO4 )),     (19) 491 

where 𝜌CSO4 is the conversion factor of respiratory SO42− to C equivalents.  492 

According to formulations (16) and (19), NO3− and  SO42− uptake occurs only when the 493 

diffusive flux of O2, and both O2 and NO3− are insufficient to maintain respiration. Moreover, the 494 

uptake rates of NO3− and SO42− are regulated according to the cells’ requirements. 495 

Uptakes of NO3− and SO42− incur extra metabolic costs 𝑅NO3𝜌CNO3𝐽NO3 and  𝑅SO4𝜌CSO4𝐽SO4, 496 

where 𝑅NO3 and  𝑅SO4 are costs per unit of NO3− and SO42− uptake. The total respiratory cost can 497 

be written as  498 

𝑅tot(ψ) = 𝑅tot,A(ψ) + 𝑅NO3𝜌CNO3𝐽NO3 + 𝑅SO4𝜌CSO4𝐽SO4 .    (20) 499 

Synthesis and growth rate  500 

The assimilated C and N are combined to synthesize new structure. The synthesis rate is 501 

constrained by the limiting resource (Liebig’s law of the minimum) and by available electron 502 

acceptors such that the total flux of C available for growth 𝐽tot (μg C d-1) is:    503 

𝐽tot(ψ) = min[𝐽C − 𝑅tot(ψ), 𝜌CN,𝐵𝐽𝑁(ψ), 𝜌CO𝐹O2 + 𝜌CNO3𝐽NO3 + 𝜌CSO4𝐽SO4].    (21)     504 
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Here, the total available C for growth is 𝐽C − 𝑅tot(ψ), the C required to synthesize biomass 505 

from N source is 𝜌CN,𝐵𝐽𝑁, and the C equivalent inflow rate of electron acceptors to the cell is 506 𝜌CO𝐹𝑂2 + 𝜌CNO3𝐽NO3 + 𝜌CSO4𝐽SO4. We assume that excess C or N is released from the cell 507 

instantaneously. 508 

Synthesis is not explicitly limited by a maximum synthesis capacity; synthesis is constrained 509 

by the C and N uptake in the functional responses (equations (28) and (29)). The division rate 𝜇 of 510 

the cell (d-1) is the total flux of C available for growth divided by the C mass of the cell (𝑥𝐵): 511 

𝜇(ψ) = 𝐽tot(ψ)/𝑥𝐵.    (22)     512 

The resulting division rate, 𝜇, is a measure of the bacterial fitness and we assume that the cell 513 

regulates its N2 fixation rate depending on the environmental conditions to gain additional N while 514 

maximizing its growth rate. The optimal value of the parameter regulating N2 fixation 𝜓 (0 ≤515 𝜓 ≤ 1) then becomes: 516 

ψ∗ = argmaxψ {𝜇(ψ)},      (23)    517 

and the corresponding optimal division rate becomes 518 

𝜇∗ = 𝜇(ψ∗).     (24)     519 

The particle model 520 

We consider a sinking particle of radius 𝑟𝑃 (cm) and volume 𝑉𝑃 (cm3) (Supplementary Fig. 521 

S1). The particle contains facultative nitrogen-fixing bacterial population 𝐵(𝑟) (cells L-1), 522 

polysaccharides 𝐶P(𝑟) (μg G L-1), and polypeptides 𝑃P(𝑟) (μg A L-1) at a radial distance 𝑟 (cm) 523 

from the center of the particle, where G and A stand for glucose and amino acids. We assume that 524 

only fractions 𝑓C and 𝑓P of these polymers are labile (𝐶𝐿(𝑟) = 𝑓C𝐶P(𝑟), 𝑃𝐿(𝑟) = 𝑓P𝑃P(𝑟)), i.e. 525 
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accessible by bacteria. Bacterial enzymatic hydrolysis converts the labile polysaccharides and 526 

polypeptides into monosaccharides (glucose) (𝐺 μg G L-1) and amino acids (𝐴 μg A L-1) that are 527 

efficiently taken up by bacteria. Moreover, the particle contains O2, NO3−, and SO42− with 528 

concentrations 𝑋O2(𝑟) (μmol O2 L-1), 𝑋NO3(𝑟) (μmol NO3 L-1), and 𝑋SO4(𝑟) (μmol SO4 L-1). 529 

Glucose and amino acids diffuse out of the particle whereas O2 and NO3− diffuse into the particle 530 

from the surrounding environment. Due to the high concentration of SO42− in ocean waters, we 531 

assume that SO42− is not diffusion limited inside particles, its uptake is limited by the maximum 532 

uptake capacity due to physical constraint. The interactions between particle, cells, and the 533 

surrounding environment are explained in Supplementary Fig. S1 and equations are provided in 534 

Table 1 of the main text.  535 

We assume that labile polysaccharide (𝐶𝐿) and polypeptide (𝑃𝐿) are hydrolyzed into glucose and 536 

amino acids at rates 𝐽𝐶  and 𝐽𝑃 with the following functional form 537 

𝐽𝐶 = ℎC 𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐿ℎC+𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐿    (26) 538 

𝐽𝑃 = ℎP 𝐴𝑃𝑃𝐿ℎP+𝐴𝑃𝑃𝐿     (27) 539 

where ℎC and ℎP are maximum hydrolysis rates of the carbohydrate and peptide pool, and 𝐴C and 540 𝐴P are respective affinities. 𝐽𝐺  and 𝐽𝐴 represent uptake of glucose and amino acids: 541 

𝐽𝐺 = 𝑀𝐺 𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐺𝐺+𝑀𝐺    (28) 542 

𝐽𝐴 = 𝑀𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴+𝑀𝐴    (29) 543 

where 𝑀𝐺  and 𝑀𝐴 are maximum uptake rates of glucose and amino acids, whereas 𝐴𝐺  and 𝐴𝐴 are 544 

corresponding affinities. Hydrolyzed monomers diffuse out of the particle at a rate 𝐷𝑀.  545 
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𝜇∗ is the optimal division rate of cells (equation (24)) and 𝑚𝐵 represents the mortality rate of 546 

bacteria.  𝐹𝑂2 and 𝐽𝑁𝑂3 represent the diffusive flux of O2 and the consumption rate of NO3−, 547 

respectively, through the bacterial cell membrane. �̅�O2 and �̅�NO3 are diffusion coefficients of O2 548 

and NO3− inside the particle. 549 

At the center of the particle (𝑟 = 0) the gradient of all quantities vanishes:  550 

𝜕𝐺𝜕𝑟|𝑟=0 = 𝜕𝐴𝜕𝑟|𝑟=0 = 𝜕𝑋𝑂2𝜕𝑟 |𝑟=0 = 𝜕𝑋𝑁𝑂3𝜕𝑟 |𝑟=0 = 0    (30) 551 

At the surface of the particle (𝑟 = 𝑟𝑃) concentrations are determined by the surrounding 552 

environment: 553 

𝐺|𝑟=𝑟𝑃 = 𝐺∞, 𝐴|𝑟=𝑟𝑃 = 𝐴∞, 𝑋O2|𝑟=𝑟𝑃 = 𝑋O2,∞,  𝑋NO3|𝑟=𝑟𝑃 = 𝑋NO3,∞,   (31) 554 

where 𝐺∞, 𝐴∞, 𝑋O2,∞ and 𝑋NO3,∞ are concentrations of glucose, amino acids, O2, and NO3− in the 555 

environment. 556 

Calculation of total N2 fixation rate 557 

The total amount of fixed N2 in a specific size class of particle, Nfix,P (μg N particle-1), is calculated 558 

as  559 

Nfix,P = ∫ ∫ 4𝜋𝑟𝐵2𝐵𝐽N2  d𝑟𝑃 dz,               (32)  560 

where 𝑟𝑃 (cm) is the particle radius and z (m) represents the water column depth. 561 

N2 fixation rate per unit volume of water, Nfix,V(𝑡) (μmol N m-3 d-1), is calculated as 562 
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Nfix,V = ∫ ∫ 4𝜋𝑟𝐵2𝜌𝐵𝐽N2𝑛(𝑥)d𝑟𝑃d𝑥,               (33) 563 

Here 𝑥 (cm) represents the size range (radius) of particles, 𝜌 is the fraction of diazotrophs of 564 

the total heterotrophic bacteria, and 𝑛(𝑥) (number of particles per unit volume of water per size 565 

increment) is the size spectrum of particles that is most commonly approximated by a power law 566 

distribution of the form 567 

                                               𝑛(𝑥) = 𝑛0(2𝑥)𝜉,                                            (34) 568 

where 𝑛0 is a constant that controls total particle abundance and the slope 𝜉 represents the relative 569 

concentration of small to large particles: the steeper the slope, the greater the proportion of smaller 570 

particles and the flatter the slope, and the greater the proportion of larger particles35. 571 

Depth-integrated N2 fixation rate, Nfix,D (μmol N m-2 d-1), can be obtained by  572 

Nfix,D(𝑡) = ∫ Nfix,Vd𝑧.               (35) 573 

Assumptions and simplification in the modelling approach 574 

According to our current model formulation, the particle size remains constant while sinking. 575 

However, in nature, particle size is dynamic due to processes like bacterial remineralization, 576 

aggregation, and disaggregation. We neglect these complications to keep the model simple and to 577 

focus on revealing the coupling between particle-associated environmental conditions and N2 578 

fixation by heterotrophic bacteria. These factors can, however, possibly be incorporated by using in 579 

situ data or by using the relationship between carbon content and the diameter of particles46 and 580 

including terms for aggregation and disaggregation53. 581 
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Our model represents a population of facultative heterotrophic diazotrophs that grow at a rate 582 

similar to other heterotrophic bacteria but the whole community initiates N2 fixation when 583 

conditions become suitable. However, under natural conditions, diazotrophs may only constitute a 584 

fraction of the bacterial community, and their proliferation may be gradual20, presumably affected 585 

by multiple factors. In such case, our approach will overestimate diazotroph cell concentration and 586 

consequently the N2 fixation rate.  587 

For simplicity, our approach includes only aerobic respiration, NO3− and SO42− respiration, 588 

although many additional aerobic and anaerobic processes likely occur on particles (e.g Klawonn et 589 

al.18). To our knowledge, a complete picture of such processes, their interactions and effects on 590 

particle biochemistry is unavailable. For example, we have assumed that when O2 and NO3− are 591 

insufficient to maintain respiration, heterotrophic bacteria start reducing SO42−. However, SO42− 592 

reduction has been detected only with a significant lag after the occurrence of anaerobic conditions, 593 

suggesting it as a slow adapted process74, whereas we assume it to be instantaneous. On the other 594 

hand, the lag may not be real but due to a ‘cryptic sulfur cycle’, where SO42− reduction is 595 

accompanied by concurrent sulfide oxidation effectively masking sulfide production75. Hopefully, 596 

future insights into interactions between diverse aerobic and anaerobic microbial processes can 597 

refine our modelling approach and fine-tune predictions of biochemistry in marine particles. 598 

 599 

 600 

 601 

 602 

 603 
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Figures: 808 

 809 

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the cellular processes. It shows how fluxes of carbon (C), 𝐽C 810 

(solid lines), fluxes of nitrogen (N), 𝐽N (dotted lines), and electron acceptors (O2, NO3−, and SO42−; 811 

red dashed line) are combined (blue ellipse) to determine growth rate after paying the cost of 812 

respiration (brown explosion). Triangle symbols represent the functional responses for the uptake 813 

mechanisms and diffusive inflow of O2, NO3−, and SO42−. 𝐽tot represents respiration that includes 814 

costs of uptake and mobilization of resources for synthesis, construction/maintenance of structure, 815 

and ectoenzyme production. The ellipse represents the synthesis of biomass from the available C, N 816 

and electron acceptors following Liebig’s law of the minimum. Any excess assimilated C or N is 817 

excreted from the cell. µ  represents the division rate. The black dashed-dotted line represents the 818 

regulation of N2 fixation to optimize growth rate and the red dashed-dot line represents the 819 

regulation of respiration by electron acceptors. 820 
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 821 

Fig. 2 Dynamics inside a particle of radius 0.25 cm with time. (a) Labile carbohydrate, (b) labile 822 

polypeptide, (c) glucose, (d) amino acid, (e) O2 in particle, (f) NO3− in particle, (g) bacterial 823 

abundance, (h) respiration rate, (i) N2 fixation rate, and (j) growth rate are shown along the particle 824 

radius over time. Parameters and concentrations of surrounding factors are taken from Table 2. 825 
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 826 

Fig. 3 Cellular rates and resource concentrations at a radial distance of 0.027 cm from the center of 827 

a 0.25 cm particle. (a) Size-specific rates of C uptake (dark blue), total respiration (orange), 828 

available C for growth (light blue), available N for growth (green), available EA (electron acceptor 829 

O2, NO3−, and SO42−; yellow), and growth rate of a cell (dashed magenta). Regions I, II, III, and IV 830 

represent situations when a cell is limited by C, EA, co-limited by N and EA, N, and showing 831 

negative growth rate (see text). (b) Respiratory costs related to N2 fixation in terms of direct 832 

respiration, enzyme production, and O2 removal. (c) Glucose, amino acid, and bacterial 833 

concentrations in the particle. (d) Cellular N2 fixation rate. (e) O2 and NO3− concentrations in the 834 

particle. The grey area represents the time interval of N2 fixation. 835 
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 836 

Fig. 4 The total amount of fixed N2 per particle as a function of particle radius and initial labile 837 

polysaccharide (a), initial labile polypeptide (b), and surrounding O2 concentration (c). The white 838 

dashed line separates regions of occurrence and non-occurrence of N2 fixation (Nfix > 10−3 μg N 839 

particle-1). The horizontal magenta dashed lines indicate the base value for other plots, e.g., in (a), 840 

magenta dashed line represents the level of polysaccharide concentration in panels b and c. The 841 

chosen concentration ranges corresponds to those in natural particles 58,76. 842 
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 843 

Fig. 5 The total amount of fixed N2 at different initial labile polysaccharide and polypeptide 844 

concentrations. N2 fixation is observed in a large particle of radius 0.125 cm and surrounding O2 845 

concentrations (a) 50 μmol 𝑂2 L-1 and (b) 0.5 μmol 𝑂2 L-1, and (c) in a relatively smaller particle of 846 

radius 0.05 cm and surrounding O2 concentrations 0.5 μmol 𝑂2 L-1. Line types are similar as in Fig. 847 

4. Note the different ranges of the scale of N2 fixation. 848 
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 849 

Fig. 6 Dynamics inside sinking particles of different sizes in the upper 500 m of the water column. 850 

(a) O2 and NO3− profile in the water column 53. Total amount of fixed N2 per particle (b), fraction 851 

of particle volume where respiration is fueled by denitrification (c), and fraction of particle volume 852 

where respiration is fueled by SO42− reduction (d). Areas enclosed by white and magenta dashed 853 

lines represent the occurrence of N2 fixation (>10−3 μg N day-1 particle-1) and anoxia  (O2<10−3 854 

μmol 𝑂2 L-1), respectively, at the center of particles.  855 

 856 

 857 

  858 
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 859 

Fig. 7 N2 fixation rates in different types of sinking particles with different sinking speeds. (a) 860 

Particle radius (cm) versus sinking speeds (m d-1) of natural marine snow (continuous line) 861 

measured in situ off California (𝑣 = 108.95 × 𝑟𝑃0.26; 59) and of laboratory-made diatom (dashed 862 

line) and coccolithophore (dotted line) aggregates measured in vitro (𝑣 = 484.09 ×  𝑟𝑃0.72 and 𝑣 =863 719.44 × 𝑟𝑃0.47, respectively48). (b) O2 and NO3− profiles in the water column53. (c-e) N2 fixation 864 

rates per unit volume of particles of different sizes and types. White and magenta dashed lines are 865 

same as in Fig. 6. The area enclosed within the horizontal green lines represents the low-O2 zone. 866 

 867 

 868 

 869 

 870 
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 871 

Fig. 8 Comparison of predicted N2 fixation rates in natural marine snow at three contrasting sites in 872 

terms of vertical distributions of O2 and NO3 in the ocean: (a-c) O2 minimum zone in the Eastern 873 

Tropical South Pacific (ETSP)53, (d-f) the Mauritanian upwelling zone in the North Atlantic Ocean 874 

(NAO)53, and (g-i) open ocean (OO; 30.5oN, 52.5oW)60,61. (a,d,g) O2 and NO3 concentrations in 875 

the upper 1000 m vertical water column. (b,e,h) N2 fixation rates per unit volume of water. (c,f,i) N2 876 

fixation rates per unit volume of particle of different size classes.   877 

 878 

 879 

 880 
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Table 1. Equations for the particle model. All quantities vary with time 𝑡 and with distance from 881 

the center 𝑟. The operator in the brackets represents diffusion in spherical coordinates. Definitions, 882 

units, and values of each of the parameters are provided in Supplementary Table S1. 883 

Variables Equations  

Bacteria (cells L-1) 𝜕𝐵𝜕𝑡 = 𝜇∗(𝐺, 𝐴, 𝑋𝑂2 , 𝑋𝑁𝑂3)𝐵 − 𝑚𝐵𝐵 25(a) 

Labile polysaccharides (μg G L-1) 𝜕𝐶𝐿𝜕𝑡 = −𝐽𝐶𝐵 
25(b) 

Labile polypeptides (μg A L-1) 𝜕𝑃𝐿𝜕𝑡 = −𝐽𝑃𝐵 25(c) 

Glucose (μg G L-1) 𝜕𝐺𝜕𝑡 = 𝐽𝐶𝐵 − 𝐽𝐺𝐵 + 𝐷𝑀 (𝜕2𝐺𝜕𝑟2 + 2𝑟 𝜕𝐺𝜕𝑟 ) 
25(d) 

Amino acids (μg A L-1) 𝜕𝐴𝜕𝑡 = 𝐽𝑃𝐵 − 𝐽𝐴𝐵 + 𝐷𝑀 (𝜕2𝐴𝜕𝑟2 + 2𝑟 𝜕𝐴𝜕𝑟) 
25(e) 

Oxygen (μmol O2 L-1) 𝜕𝑋𝑂2𝜕𝑡 = −𝐹𝑂2𝐵 + �̅�O2 (𝜕2𝑋𝑂2𝜕𝑟2 + 2𝑟 𝜕𝑋𝑂2𝜕𝑟 ) 
25(f) 

Nitrate (μmol NO3 L-1) 𝜕𝑋𝑁𝑂3𝜕𝑡 = −𝐽𝑁𝑂3𝐵 + �̅�NO3 (𝜕2𝑋𝑁𝑂3𝜕𝑟2 + 2𝑟 𝜕𝑋𝑁𝑂3𝜕𝑟 ) 
25(g) 
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Figures

Figure 1

Schematic representation of the cellular processes. It shows how �uxes of carbon (C), C 811 (solid
lines), �uxes of nitrogen (N), N (dotted lines), and electron acceptors (O2, NO3−, and SO42−; red dashed
line) are combined (blue ellipse) to determine growth rate after paying the cost of respiration (brown
explosion). Triangle symbols represent the functional responses for the uptake 814 mechanisms and
diffusive in�ow of O2, NO3−, and SO42−. tot represents respiration that in costs of uptake and
mobilization of resources for synthesis, construction/maintenance of structure, and ectoenzyme
production. The ellipse represents the synthesis of biomass from the available C, N and electron
acceptors following Liebig’s law of the minimum. Any excess assimilated C or N is excreted from the cell.
µ represents the division rate. The black dashed-dotted line represents the regulation of N2 �xation to
optimize growth rate and the red dashed-dot line represents the regulation of respiration by electron
acceptors.



Figure 2

Dynamics inside a particle of radius 0.25 cm with time. (a) Labile carbohydrate, (b) labile polypeptide, (c)
glucose, (d) amino acid, (e) O2 in particle, (f) NO3− in particle, (g) bacterial abundance, (h) respiration
rate, (i) N2 �xation rate, and (j) growth rate are shown along the particle radius over time. Parameters and
concentrations of surrounding factors are taken from Table 2.



Figure 3

Cellular rates and resource concentrations at a radial distance of 0.027 cm from the center of a 0.25 cm
particle. (a) Size-speci�c rates of C uptake (dark blue), total respiration (orange), available C for growth
(light blue), available N for growth (green), available EA (electron acceptor 830 O2, NO3−, and SO42−;
yellow), and growth rate of a cell (dashed magenta). Regions I, II, III, and IV represent situations when a
cell is limited by C, EA, co-limited by N and EA, N, and showing negative growth rate (see text). (b)



Respiratory costs related to N2 �xation in terms of direct respiration, enzyme production, and O2 removal.
(c) Glucose, amino acid, and bacterial concentrations in the particle. (d) Cellular N2 �xation rate. (e) O2
and NO3− concentrations in the particle. The grey area represents the time interval of N2 �xation.

Figure 4

The total amount of �xed N2 per particle as a function of particle radius and initial labile polysaccharide
(a), initial labile polypeptide (b), and surrounding O2 concentration (c). The white dashed line separates



regions of occurrence and non-occurrence of N2 �xation (N�x > 10−3 μg N particle-1). The horizontal
magenta dashed lines indicate the base value for other plots, e.g., in (a), magenta dashed line represents
the level of polysaccharide concentration in panels b and c. The chosen concentration ranges
corresponds to those in natural particles 58,76.

Figure 5

The total amount of �xed N2 at different initial labile polysaccharide and polypeptide concentrations. N2
�xation is observed in a large particle of radius 0.125 cm and surrounding O2 concentrations (a) 50 μmol



2 L-1 and (b) 0.5 μmol 2 L-1, and (c) in a relatively smaller particle of radius 0.05 cm and surrounding
O2 concentrations 0.5 μmol 2 L-1. Line types are similar as in Fig. 4. Note the different ranges of the
scale of N2 �xation.

Figure 6

Dynamics inside sinking particles of different sizes in the upper 500 m of the water column. (a) O2 and
NO3− pro�le in the water column 53. Total amount of �xed N2 per particle (b), fraction of particle volume
where respiration is fueled by denitri�cation (c), and fraction of particle volume where respiration is
fueled by SO42− reduction (d). Areas enclosed by white and magenta dashed lines represent the
occurrence of N2 �xation (>10−3 μg N day-1 particle-1) and anoxia (O2<10−3 μmol 2 L-1), respectively,
at the center of particles.



Figure 7

N2 �xation rates in different types of sinking particles with different sinking speeds. (a) Particle radius
(cm) versus sinking speeds (m d-1) of natural marine snow (continuous line) measured in situ off
California ( = 108.95 ×  0.26; 59) and of laboratory-made diatom (dashed line) and coccolithophore
(dotted line) aggregates measured in vitro ( = 484.09 ×  0.72 and  = 719.44 × 0.47, respectively48).
(b) O2 and NO3− pro�les in the water column53. (c-e) N2 �xation rates per unit volume of particles of
different sizes and types. White and magenta dashed lines are same as in Fig. 6. The area enclosed
within the horizontal green lines represents the low-O2 zone.



Figure 8

Comparison of predicted N2 �xation rates in natural marine snow at three contrasting sites in terms of
vertical distributions of O2 and NO3 in the ocean: (a-c) O2 minimum zone in the Eastern Tropical South
Paci�c (ETSP)53, (d-f) the Mauritanian upwelling zone in the North Atlantic Ocean (NAO)53, and (g-i)
open ocean (OO; 30.5oN, 52.5oW)60,61. (a,d,g) O2 and NO3 concentrations in the upper 1000 m vertical
water column. (b,e,h) N2 �xation rates per unit volume of water. (c,f,i) N2 �xation rates per unit volume of
particle of different size classes.
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